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SOURCE_ID
c5463905Ͳ75b8Ͳ4ffaͲ9120Ͳfac996950232
4dd7ba7eͲ1438Ͳ4c02Ͳ82fbͲ5263ba1a558f
e8e88d99Ͳa8f3Ͳ4a9dͲ9289Ͳ7e00ef333d96
b7ab5d08Ͳ6c94Ͳ472eͲaee9Ͳcdea858268ae
2c7d8beaͲ855bͲ4086Ͳab23Ͳ5bd619a125fe
6f4894c6ͲaaddͲ49a6Ͳb7adͲ825dab44cb4d

ID
SELLER_ID DATE_CREATED LAST_UPDATED STAGE SOURCE
TYPE EMAIL PROSPECT_NAME
34920228
11087
9/12/2018
9/12/2018 Contact CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT
34425407
57417
23/10/2018
23/10/2018 New
CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT
34359511
57417
17/10/2018
17/10/2018 New
CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT
34356964
57417
16/10/2018
16/10/2018 New
CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT
34356951
57417
16/10/2018
16/10/2018 New
CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT
33481441
147
28/07/2018
4/08/2018 Contact CSNETWORK USED
CARSALESCONNECTPROSPECT

PHONE_NUMBER_LIST
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059
HOME:0405909059,MOBILE:0405909059

POSTCODE ITEM_ID STOCK_NUMBER
15818649 C2027237
16271060
30
16271060
30
16271060
30
16271060
30
16211885 A124878

REGO
DZO81Q
DLY60R
DLY60R
DLY60R
DLY60R
AMGGLC

MAKE
MercedesͲBenz
MercedesͲBenz
MercedesͲBenz
MercedesͲBenz
MercedesͲBenz
MercedesͲBenz

MODEL MAX_YEAR COMMENTS SOURCE_1 STATE
C63
2017
CallConnect
C63
2017
CallConnect
C63
2017
CallConnect
C63
2017
CallConnect
C63
2017
CallConnect
GLC43
2017
CallConnect
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INDEPENDENT COMMISSION AGAINST CORRUPTION
TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDING D10756478 OF PHONE CALL MADE BY MOBILE
NUMBER 0405909059 TO MERCEDES BENZ ALEXANDRIA 10:37AM 10
DECMEBER 2018

VOICES:
‘JOHN’

‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:

SOUND OF PHONE RINGING/ENGAGING
00:35
Good morning this is
speaking Mercedes Benz Sydney
Alexandria how may I help you?
How you going
?
I’m very well how are you?

‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:

Not bad
That’s the way

‘JOHN’:

uhm I just wanted to, can I just, I was just, I want to make an inquiry
that you guys had on Carsales
Yep yep we’ve got about 160 cars on Carsales which one was it?
Uhm it’s a C63 its an ex-demo car AMG S 4 door coupe white sedan
4 door coupe white Sedan?

MURABITO:

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

Sorry its, sorry not a coupe, a sedan, not coupe, sedan, 4 door I think
the white one

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

Yep
I think its done 2 or something like 2 thousand kays I’m pretty sure its
an ex-demo
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MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

Yeah yeah yeah I know the one, yeah
Uhm so is that still for sale?

MURABITO:
‘JOHN:

Yes it is yes, so what would you like to do
Uhm basically I’ve got a friend of mine who has a dealership, has got a
dealership, who uhm he’s been looking for one and uhm he’s wants to
basically he wants to buy one uhm so I wanna pass him your details,

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

can I get a name or like a or contact person to call to, call?
Yeah sure.
They pretty much wanna, they pretty much wanna buy something
today, uhm I haven’t seen the car so maybe I will come around today
and have a look at it for him uhm and uhm yeah I mean if all goes well
they can pretty much you know work it out with you guys.
Yeah no problem, and sorry what’s your name?
It’s just one of those things where uhm uhm a it, the vehicle that was, a
vehicle was, another C63 had been kind of uhm allocated to a customer
and that fell through because of some issues, finance issues, things like
that so now we are looking for another C63 and …
Oh so so are you a broker are you?
Oh like similar to a broker yeah, yep
Similar to a broker?
Sorry?
Yeah yeah ok no no
So yeah so I’ve I’ve kinda had to have a bit of a look just to help these
guys out but what I’m gonna do now I’m gonna pass your details and
the car details, I had a look at Carsales over the weekend I think in
terms of bang for buck the one that you guys have is the best value, it’s
got ceramic brakes, its ex-demo white, it’s quite clean, plus sport seats
etcetera…

MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:
MURABITO:
‘JOHN’:

Yeah
…So I’m gonna pass that on because they’ve got a customer that’s
ready
Ok sure
And uhm its sort of, and they just trying to find him a car ASAP
specially before Christmas.
Yeah sure sure
So in terms of dollars, in terms of, in terms of dollars, and in terms of
dollars and how much you guys are willing to let go of the car or
whether it’s wholesale or what it is, that’s something you guys will
have to deal with them, you know but what I’ll do…
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MURABITO:

Yeah look, I’ll make it quite clear, I’ll make it quite quite clear we’re
not going to wholesale the car. Ok? Uhm it is a car that uhm it has
been reduced and ..

‘JOHN’:

It’s quite cheap actually for what it is, it’s drive away isn’t it 129 I
think it was…

MURABITO:

Yeah 129 triple 7 drive away and these cars, management have decided
to, what works best to clear them at the moment is to put it at the best
price that we can put it at ok and then we filter through the inquiries
and obviously, obviously uh, ohviously secure the business yeah

‘JOHN’:

To be honest with you the car that fell through, that they had, they had
arranged with the customer was priced at, I think it was the same,
maybe $1000 cheaper which is…

MURABITO:

What fell, what fell through though? Finance?

‘JOHN’:

Ah no, not finance, not just finance, the the… what had happened was
that the car was booked out and then the guys who have the car are just
being assholes they’re from Melbourne, I don’t want to say their name
because you’ll know who I’m talking about if I say it. It’s a big, it’s a
big uhm…

MURABITO:

So you’re in Sydney?

‘JOHN’:

I’m in Sydney, I’m in Sydney

MURABITO:

And your clients or your friends, is it a client or a friend? What’s the
relationship?

‘JOHN’:

Nah nah nah the guys who I’m client they’re in Melbourne, they’re the
dealership, so they’ll be buying it from Melbourne but for a customer
in Sydney so

MURABITO:

Right. Alright so…

‘JOHN’:

So so that’s that’s why I looked at, for cars in Sydney cause its
probably, you save your money, you save the hassle on transportation
and time and uhm you save yourself 1500 bucks on transport and you
save yourself a couple of days transport so hopefully…

MURABITO:

Happy, sorry what’s your name? What’s your name?

‘JOHN’:

John, John

MURABITO:

John? John as well

‘JOHN’:

Yeah John is your name is John as well? Sorry I didn’t catch the name
at the beginning

MURABITO:

Yeah no trouble, John look I’m happy to work with you as long as it’s
seamless as possible when it gets complicated now obviously, you
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know, there’s complications along the way you know we’ll filter that
out and…
‘JOHN’:

John there’s no complications all I have to do now is give the guys a
call and say look I think I’ve found one for the customer ok, this is
where it is, all they have to do is give you guys a call, get your details
and transfer the money and that’s it

MURABITO:

Yeah, yeah yeah ok. Now who’s going to come and look at the car?

‘JOHN’:

I may look at it today but I’m sure that if its, look I’ve dealt with you
guys before a year ago, ok so I know that you guys only have stock on
there, that’s, your essentially the biggest Mercedes dealership in
Sydney, ok so I’ve dealt with the guys in Parramatta, I’ve dealt with
the guys in in in.. Warwick Farm I know all the guys there so you
know, whatever you have on stock its an ex demo car I’m sure that it’s
gonna be spotless. I may be around Alexandria today I’m picking up
some cars, uhm from, they’re getting some ceramic coating and PPF
for customers of mine that I’ve organised that are in Alexandria so I
might come around and..

MURABITO:

…Yeah ok

‘JOHN’:

I also deal with sometime, sometimes customers of mine want small
repairs so I take them to either Pat Coles or Perfect Auto Body I know
the, I know Karen there I know Pat. So I’ll probably be around Perfect
Auto Body today so if I am I’ll probably come around and look at the
car.

MURABITO:

Yeah ok

‘JOHN’:

But what I’ll do, first things first I just want to get, your, the details, I
was wanting to make sure the car was still for sale so that’s all I
wanted to check

MURABITO:

Yeah it’s definitely here, definitely here, it’s the one with two thousand
four hundred kays.

‘JOHN’:

Yes yes

MURABITO:

Yeah so it’s definitely here John. What’s your contact details there?

‘JOHN’:

Yeah its 0423…

MURABITO:

…Yeah…

‘JOHN’:

…273…

MURABITO:

…273 yeah…

‘JOHN’:

…271

MURABITO:

271
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‘JOHN’:

Now I’m gonna be, I’m gonna be, I gotta have, I gotta, I gotta, I gotta
1030 meeting for like 2 hours uhm so what I’ll do, so that’s what I
wanted to ring first thing in the morning. What I’ll do is I’ll pass the
details over and the guys will be in contact with you guys this morning,
and then and then, so should I get them to speak to you or somebody
else?

MURABITO:

Of course of course

‘JOHN’:

So ask for John

MURABITO:

Yeah John, I’ll give you my surname

‘JOHN’:

Yeah

MURABITO:

Its Murabito, M -U -R- A- B- I- T- O

‘JOHN’:

Murabito yep ok

MURABITO:

And my direct number here is 9697..

‘JOHN’:

One second … 9697 yep

MURABITO:

7808

‘JOHN’:

7808 I’ll get them to give you a call

MURABITO:

And John you know where we are? We’re on the lower ground floor of
the dealership it’s the pre-owned department and this car I think this
car was a uhm, its, you know I’ve gotta check but it points as if was an
ex Mercedes Benz car. I know that the old one wasn’t.

‘JOHN’:

I’m surprised, I’m surprised that this one has the ceramic brakes on it
which is a good option

MURABITO:

Well a lot of the times when we buy the cars from Mercedes Benz
cause they’re cars that they show people ok?

‘JOHN’:

It’s got all the options on it, most of the options yeah,

MURABITO:

Yeah its got most of the options that’s how they get them for the.. you
know to show people, show and also the executives down there they
drive them you know so?

‘JOHN’:

Yeah yeah

MURABITO:

This one hasn’t been driven much, it’s probably a car that, let’s say
that there’s a dealership out in the country that wants to look at a C63,
Mercedes Benz has to have one in stock to truck it out to them to have
a look at it

‘JOHN’:

I see I see

MURABITO:

So it’s one of those cars alright
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‘JOHN’:

A friend of mine, a friend of mine just traded in his, actually I was
probably telling you, I’ve got some good relationships with the guys in
Campbelltown as well he actually just traded, just traded a coupe and
they got him an ex-demo full optioned E63 and he actually got it for a
good price he got it for very low 200’s actually

MURABITO:

Mmm

‘JOHN’:

That was an ex-demo, and that came out of Mercedes Benz so it’s the
same sort of deal from Melbourne

MURABITO:

Yeah same thing

‘JOHN’:

From Melbourne

MURABITO:

Yeah

‘JOHN’:

Had all the options on it, all the bells and whistles

MURABITO:

Yeah well they are, you know, you can imagine all the range of cars
that they have to have, you know, but all to market and sell so that’s
what this, that’s what this was, and as you know, if you’ve been down
here to the lower ground floor we’ve got about 160 cars here

‘JOHN’:

Yeah yeah

MURABITO:

And most of them, the majority of them are ex Mercedes Benz cars

‘JOHN’:

Yes yes I had, I’ll be quite honest, I actually had a quick look online,
17/18 I saw that this thing had uhm I think it looks like a Mercedes
warranty but it, but its got the one year I think extra or er, option

MURABITO:

Yeah look the deal here is that with selling the cars is that if the car is
over a year old ok, we have to put another extra year on top of it ok?
So you’ve got the new car warranty and then you’ve got the extra so let
me just look at this one. Uhm so the compliance plate on this one is..
Oh see it’s January 17 so its January 17 so if it was registered around
January 17 ok, then you know obviously its more than a year old, it’s a
November 16 build

‘JOHN’:

Yes, yes , yes

MURABITO:

Ok so uhm it’s got the options of the performance brakes, the ceramic
brakes, it says it’s the S series, Ok, and then, and then the cross spoke
wheels it has as well

‘JOHN’:

Yes. Cross spoke wheels, bucket sport seats I think and some carbon
fibre options in the inside

MURABITO:

Uhm let me have a look, lets just have a look, uh no its got the
woodgrain this one not carbon fibre

‘JOHN’:

Woodgrain? Ok now can I ask another question now maybe I hope it’s
not a silly one, but when the guys, I wanna pass your, so John
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Murabito I’ve got your direct phone number there obviously the
preowned section in terms of, in terms of identifying the vehicle should
I ask, should I provide a number plate or something or is there a car
code or something I can give them?
MURABITO:

Well the stock code, the stock, the code is C202

‘JOHN’:

C202 yep

MURABITO:

7237 that’s the stock number

‘JOHN’:

7237 ok I’m going to, I’m going to make that ok, alright I’ll get them
to call you and then and then and then and then expect a call this
morning some time

MURABITO:

Alright, yeah sure who, who who should I, who who should be calling
me?

‘JOHN’:

I’m not sure who’s going to call you to be honest I’m going to call, I’m
not sure, I’m not sure who it is

MURABITO:

Ok

‘JOHN’:

I’ve got a couple of guys in the office so, they’ll probably call you
from Melbourne

MURABITO:

Yeah that’s alright

‘JOHN’:

But what Ill do I might be around in the afternoon Ill come and say
hello to you

MURABITO:

Yeah no problem

‘JOHN’:

Yeah and hopefully you guys would of sort it out, tell me how that
goes you know?

MURABITO:

Yeah ok

‘JOHN’:

I just, I just link people mate that’s what I do alright?

MURABITO:

Sounds good sounds good (inaudible)

‘JOHN’:

You know, you know sometimes people want things just before
Christmas so you know sometimes it’s a bit of a, for you guys and for
me, cause it’s what I do, it’s a bit of a, it can be very quiet or it can get
really busy.

MURABITO:

Yeah I know what it’s like you know like last week of every month
here is just madness you know

‘JOHN’:

Madness, and then you might just get like one week of like zero,
nothing

MURABITO:

Yeah nothing’s happening, yeah that’s right
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‘JOHN’:

So its one of those, uhm lets lets lets lets get it done so I’ll pass your
details and I’ll pop around and say hello to you this afternoon

MURABITO:

Ok alright Johnny thanks for that

‘JOHN’:

Thank you John

MURABITO:

Great you’re welcome, bye bye
12:42
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------*1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN MR*** 02.1XXXX/XXXXXX MS
-01.***1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
FG3V5H
** ELECTRONIC TICKET ISSUED **
- 9 SYD-H CDP INTERNET BOOKING/DO NOT REMOVE THIS ITEM
- 9 SYD-M 61
3271
- 9 SYD-E RADENCOAUS//GMAIL.COM
- 1 SYDNZZZ/02394302
- 7 E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ 0862184305942/C1
- 7 E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- 3 SSRFQTVNZHK01.EY107665406446/B
- 3 SSRCTCMYYHK01./61423273271
- 3 SSRDOCSNZHK01XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- 3
SSRDOCSNZHK01./P/AUS/N5623898/AUS/17JUL81/M/28DEC21/HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
- 3 OSINZ INTERNET EN
- 5 .**USER IP IS 163.189.7.40
- 5 UPDATED INSURANCE DECLINED ON 22NOV18
- H EIB
- H EMD:PS2:0864565979761:C1:01:P
- H EMD:PS2:0864565979762:C1:01:P
- H EPC:::0
- H EPC:::0
- H JSS:::::::NBG-NML-NSS
- H JSS:::::::NBG-NML-NSS
- H TSA:MAX:00002
- H TSA:SEC:29B54E2D734B7500001:001
- H TSA:SEC:29B54E2D734B7500002:002
1 NZ0884H 23NOV SYDCHC NN/HK 2 1100 1610 $E$
ORIGIN SYD/NZ/ZZ 22NOV 0412
H OO- NZ0884T 7DEC SYDCHC NN/HS 2 1100 1610
- AG SSRRQSTNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884T07DEC18 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN MR.12A
- AG SSRRQSTNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884T07DEC18 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
RCVD- SYDNZZZ/02394302 SYD/GS/ZZ 22NOV 0412
- AT E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ 0862184305889/C1
- AT E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
RCVD- SYD/GS/ZZ 22NOV 0412
RCVD- AKLNZ SYD/GS/ZZ 22NOV 0412
- AG SSRCTCMYYHK01 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN MR./
3271
RCVD- AKLNZ GIS/GS/$W 22NOV 0412
XS- NZ0884T 7DEC SYDCHC NN/HK 2 1100 1610 $E$
- XG SSRRQSTNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884T07DEC18 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN MR.12A
- XG SSRRQSTNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884T07DEC18 -XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- AG SSRFQTVNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884H23NOV18 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
MR.EY107665406446/B
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- XG SSRFQTVNZHK01 SYDCHC 0884T07DEC18 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
MR.EY107665406446/
- AR UPDATED INSURANCE DECLINED ON 22NOV18
- XT E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ 0862184305889/C1
- XT E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
AS- NZ0884H 23NOV SYDCHC NN/HS 2 1100 1610
RCVD- INTERNET SYD/GS/ZZ 22NOV 0417
- AT E22NOVSYDNZ---ZZ 0862184305942/C1
- AT E22NOVSYDNZ---XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
RCVD- SYD/GS/ZZ 22NOV 0417
- XG SSRDOCSYYHK01 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
MR./////17JUL81/M//HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
- XG SSRDOCSYYHK01 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- AG SSRDOCSNZHK01 -XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
MS./P/AUS/XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
- AG SSRDOCSNZHK01 -1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
MR./P/AUS/N5623898/AUS/17JUL81/M/28DEC21/HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
RCVD- AKLNZ/SHOOTBACK QRC/RC/ZO 23NOV 0215
PAID BY AMEX CARD 376012*****2004 WITH NAME ADUBOIS AS CARDHOLDER
AMOUNT WAS AUD369.01 FOR HIS TICKET
WHEN TICKET WAS REISSUED THE ADDITIONAL PAYMENT WAS MADE FROM VISA
CARD 439242*******2776 IN NAME ALEX DUBOS FOR AUD290.00

---------------------------------------------------------------------01.***1HABBOUCHE/HASSANMR***
CWWNNH
** ELECTRONIC TICKET ISSUED **
- 1 HDQVAVPNUHX
- 7 E11MAYHDQVA---VA 7952147268605/C1
- 3
/HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
SSRDOCSNZHK01./P/AUS/N5623898/AUS/17JUL81/M/28DEC21/HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
1
- 3 OSIVA CTCP BNE61
7327 M 1.1
- 3 OSIVA CTCP BNE7327423727327 O 1.1
- H JSS:::::::NBG-NML-NSS
- H TSA:MAX:00001
- H TSA:SEC:156AD62C384AB200001:001
1 VA7538S 11MAY SYDCHC CS/HK 1 1845 2355 $E$ NON STANDARD SEGMENT
ORIGIN HDQ/VA/RM 11MAY 0349
H OO- VA7538S 11MAY SYDCHC CS/HS 1 1845 2355 NON STANDARD SEGMENT
- AP VA/VA*VPNUHX
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RCVD- HDQVAVPNUHX HDQ/VA/RM 11MAY 0349
- CG SSRTKNEVAHK01 SYDCHC 7538S11MAY18.7952147268605C1
- AT E11MAYHDQVA---VA 7952147268605/C1
RCVD- HDQVAVPNUHX HDQ/VA/RM 11MAY 0349
- AG SSRDOCSNZHK01 1HABBOUCHE/HASSANMR./P/AUS/N5623898/AUS/17JUL81/M/28DEC21/HABBOUCHE/H
ASSAN
RCVD- AKLNZ/SHOOTBACK QRC/RC/ZO 11MAY 0904
THIS IS A VIRGIN AUSTRALIA BOOKING AND TICKET – AIR NEW EALAND FLIGHT
PAID BY VISA CARD 456432******8011 – NO CARDHOLDER NAME AVAILABLE

-01.***1HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
HABBOUCHE/HASSAN MR*** 02.1xxx/xxxxxx MRS
Y7GE8H
** ELECTRONIC TICKET ISSUED **
- 9 AKL-H CDP INTERNET BOOKING/EBDSA2408800/DO NOT REMOVE THIS ITEM
- 9 AKL-H 64 423273271
- 9 AKL-E RADENCOAUS//GMAIL.COM
- 1 AKLNZZZ/24394904
- 7 E04MARAKFNZ---ZZ 0862178972310/C1
- 7 E04MARAKFNZ---xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- 3 SSRSEATNZKK01.11FN
- 3 SSRSEATNZKK01.11EN
- 3 SSRFQTVNZHK01.VA1163760646/B
- 3 SSRCTCEYYHK01./RADENCOAUS//GMAIL.COM
- 3 SSRDOCSYYHK01./////17JUL81/M//HABBOUCHE/HASSAN
- 3 SSRDOCSYYHK01xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
- 3 OSINZ INTERNET EN
- 5 .**USER IP IS 49.224.229.54
- H EPC:::0
- H EPC:::0
- H JSS:::::::NBG-NML-NSS
- H JSS:::::::NBG-NML-NSS
- H TSA:MAX:00002
- H TSA:SEC:BF8C4F2CE94A6E00001:001
- H TSA:SEC:BF8C4F2CE94A6E00002:002
1 NZ7917M 5MAR CHCSYD NN/HK 2 0610 0740 $E$
ORIGIN AKL/NZ/ZZ 3MAR 2338
H OO- NZ7917M 5MAR CHCSYD NN/SS 2 0610 0740
RCVD- AKLNZZZ/24394904 AKL/GS/ZZ 3MAR 2338
- AP NZ/VA*NOYIUX
RCVD- AKLNZY7GE8H/AKL/24394904/AKL/NZ/A/NZ HDQ/VA/RM 3MAR 2338
- XT O04MARAKL000ZZ
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